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Introduction

The Gesture Recognition Engine consists of a cloud-based Software Development Kit (SDK) and 
a smart phone-based Application (APP). It allows you to create a gestures-based interface for 
your system, device, or application quickly, easily, and effectively. The system currently 
supports gestures based on motion and touch sensors. Support for other sensor types – such as
vision sensors – will be added to the system in the near future.

This guide will quickly introduce you to the Gesture Recognition Engine. It will demonstrate 
how to use prebuilt gestures, create new gestures, and modify gestures. It will also 
demonstrate how to test and analyze gestures using your smart phone.

The Gesture Recognition Engine is available at: https://sdk.motiongestures.com:

For more information on the Gesture Recognition Engine or about Motion Gestures, click on 
Contact Us and fill out the email form.
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SDK Registration

In order to use the Gesture Recognition Engine, you must first register an account with Motion 
Gestures on its SDK. The SDK is available at: https://sdk.motiongestures.com

To register your account:

1. Click Register a new account to open the Registration page:

2. Enter a unique username.
3. Enter your email address.
4. Enter and confirm your password.
5. Read the End User License Agreement and select the corresponding check box.
6. Click REGISTER.

You will receive an email from Motion Gestures shortly to confirm your registration. Once 
registered, you can sign in to the Gesture Recognition Engine from the landing page.
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Downloading APP

In order to interact with the Gesture Recognition Engine using your smart phone, you must 
download and install Motion Gestures APP. The APP is used for creating and testing gestures 
and works in concert with the cloud-based SDK. 

The APP requires Android OS. Support for iOS will be added in the near future.

To download the APP to your device:

1. Launch the Google Play Store.
2. Search for the Motion Gestures APP.
3. Click INSTALL.
4. Once the APP is installed, launch it from your device.
5. Sign in to the APP using your system account credentials:

NOTE: You need to use the same user name and password for the APP that you set for the SDK.
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Creating a Project

When you first sign in to the Gesture Recognition Engine, you must create or import a project. 
A set of gestures resides inside a defined project:

To create a new project:

1. Click NEW to open the Create Project dialog box:
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2. Enter a name for the new project.
3. Select the desired sampling frequency of data supported by the motion sensor you will 

be using from the drop-down list. (Sampling frequency does not apply to touch sensors).
To enter a custom value, select Other.

4. Select the number of dimensions for the gesture to be detected with motion sensors. 
(All touch sensor-based gestures are 2D by definition).

5. Enter the minimum angle above which a rotational gesture will be considered to have 
been performed. The default value is 70 degrees.

6. Adjust the Motion and Touch Rejection Thresholds if needed.
7. Click CREATE. 

To import a project:

8. 1. Click IMPORT to open the Import project dialog box:

9. Browse to the project file that you want to upload.
10. 3. Click UPLOAD.

NOTE: 

 For motion sensors, our system can support linear and rotational gestures. Linear 
gestures require an accelerometer (which measures linear acceleration) while rotational
gestures require a gyroscope (which measures angular velocity).

 For gesture recognition with motion sensors, it is compulsory to use both accelerometer
and gyroscope; use of magnetometer usage is optional. This is because gyroscope’s 
output helps isolate the impact of gravity on accelerometer while accelerometer’s 
output helps counter drift in gyroscope, thereby improving recognition accuracy.

 It may be necessary to calibrate accelerometer and gyroscope sensors in your device 
prior to their use for gesture recognition with our system.

 Even when performing motion gestures, the device containing the motion sensors will 
rotate slightly. A minimum rotation angle (Rotation Min Angle) is thus required for a 
gesture to be recognized as a rotational gesture (above that angle’s value).
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 The majority of gestures involving motion and touch sensors for daily use will be in 2D, 
as in the case of motion representing a “circle”. However, some motion sensor-based 
can be in 3D, as in the case of motion representing a “spiral”.

 For a 2D gesture, motion can be in any two of the three dimensions: XY, XZ, or YZ. It is 
up to the developer to select the two dimensions in which the gesture will be performed
and send appropriate data from sensor. 

 A circle in XZ is a completely different gesture than a circle in XY. In order to distinguish 
between these two gestures, a developer must select 3D in the Number of Dimensions 
and then define appropriate movements for each gesture. 

 A touch screen can support only 2D gestures as a touch screen is two dimensional.

 It is not possible to use 3D motion sensor-based gestures with a touch sensor. The 3D 
gestures must be converted to 2D before using with touch sensors. 

 Touch and Motion Rejection Threshold values determine how accurately the gesture 
needs to be performed in order to be accepted. The higher the value of the threshold, 
the greater the accuracy required when performing the gesture.
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Adding Gestures

To add gestures to a project, first click on the project name.  A project page will open as shown 
in the example below for project Test:

Now click on ADD GESTURE. A dialog box will open showing several methods to add gestures:
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The various methods to add gestures are described below:

 IMPORT SYSTEM GESTURES: Select from a library of prebuilt gestures.
 IMPORT FROM LIBRARY: Select from gestures that you yourself created.
 IMPORT EXISTING PROJECT GESTURES: Select from gestures in another project.
 UPLOAD GESTURES: Load gestures stored in a file.
 CREATE CUSTOM GESTURE: Create a custom gesture for your project.

First time users of the Gesture Recognition Engine should click IMPORT SYSTEM GESTURES. A 
dialog box will open up to show all prebuilt gestures provided by the system:

You can switch between Motion Gestures and Rotational Gestures. You can also scroll the page 
for each category to see different kinds of motion gestures. 

Select the check box for each gesture that you would like to import and click IMPORT. 

The selected gestures will appear on your Project page.
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NOTE: 

 Do not import all system gestures into a project.

 We generally advise against using more than ten gestures in a particular project to 
reduce the chances of false recognitions as well as users forgetting gestures.

 You can increase the number of gestures significantly – say, to 30 to 50 – by ensuring 
that each gesture is substantially different from others. 

 Avoid using visually similar gestures in the same project. For example, gestures “5” (ie. 
number 5) and “S” (ie. letter S).

 If a gesture is falsely recognized as another gesture most of the time, remove one of the 
two gestures form the project to increase recognition accuracy.

 Some gestures may look different but may still be indistinguishable from each other 
during recognition due to their motions generating virtually identical sensor outputs.

 There are only six (6) rotational gestures available: rotate clockwise and 
counterclockwise on one of the 3 axes, X, Y and Z.

 You can have both rotational and motion gestures within a project.

 A project is only available for recognition if it has 2 or more gestures defined inside it.
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Motion Gestures

The Gesture Recognition Engine provides prebuilt motion gestures in four categories: All, 
Numbers, Letters, and Shapes. You can view system gestures by clicking on IMPORT SYSTEM 
GESTURES and using the pull-down menu under CATEGORY to select the desired type:

The All category shows motion gestures in all three sub categories: Numbers, Letters, and 
Shapes:

The Numbers category has gestures in the form of single digits:
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The Letters category has gestures in the form of letters belonging to the English alphabet. 
Examples include both capital and lower case letters:

The Shapes category has gestures in the form of various geometrical shapes: 
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NOTE:

 You can read the full, descriptive name of a prebuilt system gesture in any category by 
hovering your cursor over the green colored title bar of the gesture. 

 Some gestures appear to be identical but involve movements in different directions. For 
example, the following image shows two Diamond shaped gestures:
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Rotational Gestures

The Gesture Recognition Engine provides the six rotational gestures.

You can import any rotational gesture by selecting it and then clicking IMPORT button. 

It is permissible to have both motion gestures and rotational gestures in one project. 
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Gesture Representation

The Gesture Recognition Engine provides the ability to view each motion gesture in detail to 
further your understanding of its motion trajectory. It also identifies (when possible) two 
different motions that give rise to the same accelerometer output due to sensor’s limitations. 

In order to get a detailed view of any gesture, hover your cursor over the gesture and click. A 
pop up will point out the need to Click to enlarge as shown below for the gesture “G”:
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Upon clicking, a new window will open to show an enlarged version of the gesture. The three 
axes will be visible and the gesture’s motion trajectory will be highlighted by a moving red dot:

You can reposition gesture in the frame as well change its size using controls above the figure.
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You can also move, rotate, and change size of the gesture figure using your mouse or track pad. 
Specifically, the left mouse button can be used for rotation, the right mouse button for panning,
and the mouse wheel for zooming.
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Manipulation of a gesture representation via Click to enlarge mode is especially helpful when 
analyzing 3D gestures such as a “Spiral” to better understand their motion trajectories:
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Each enlarged gesture representation also highlights two motion trajectories at the opposite 
ends of a spectrum that give rise to the same accelerometer output due to sensor’s limitations. 
Meaning, the two motion trajectories – and potential variations in between – give rise to the 
same gesture. These motion trajectories can be individually viewed by alternating between 1 
and 2 buttons in the frame, as in the case of “G” gesture:
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NOTE:

 Some gestures that generate similar accelerometer outputs are visually similar. For 
example, variations of the “heart” gesture.
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 Some gestures that generate similar accelerometer outputs are visually distinct. For 
example, variations of the “star” gesture.
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 For the “heart” and “star” gestures, the script (that defines a gestures’ motion 
trajectory) is the same. We will cover scripts in Using Script Editor section. 

 Sometimes, however, different scripts – producing different motion trajectories – 
produce similar accelerometer output. This is the case, for example, for gestures in the 
form of “Counterclockwise Circle” and “Clockwise Pyramid Top”:

 The Gesture Recognition Engine allows you to view accelerometer output for any 
gesture. We will discuss this in the Recognitions section. 

 Comparing accelerometer outputs can potentially help identify seemingly different 
gestures that are indistinguishable from recognition point of view.

 The “RAW” representation shows the actual points captured (on the screen) if the 
gesture was created from the mobile APP.
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Creating Gestures

You can create new motion gestures in three different ways: (a) by drawing a gesture and then 
editing it; (b) by writing a script for the gesture; and (c) by cloning and editing an existing 
gesture. Rotational gestures, however, can only be imported from system gestures.

Drawing Gesture

To create a gesture by drawing, log in to your smart phone APP and select CREATE A GESTURE:
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Using your fingertip, draw the trajectory of the motion that will make the gesture on your smart phone screen. The example 
below shows a figure resembling a circle: 
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If you are not satisfied with your drawing, press the New Document icon near the top of the 
APP screen to clear the phone screen and start all over:

NOTE:

 The drawing is not a gesture. In order to create a gesture from the drawing, the system 
will translate it into a script that defines the motion trajectory of the gesture resembling
the drawing. This is discussed in Editing Gesture.
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If you are satisfied with your drawing, save it by selecting the Save icon near the top of the APP 
screen, entering an appropriate name, and clicking SAVE:
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The gesture represented by the drawing will be saved in the SDK’s personal library:
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Checking Corners

When drawing a gesture on a phone screen, the system needs to detect “corners” (from a 
mathematical point of view) when required. A pop up will notify you of the number of corners 
detected in your drawing. The detected corners are highlighted by red dots. 

You can add, remove, or move any “corner”. To add a missing corner to the figure, tap on the 
required spot. To remove a wrong corner in the drawing, tap on the corner. And to move a 
misplaced corner, drag it to the correct position in the figure using your finger.

Some examples on detecting and adding corners are discussed on the following pages.
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Example 1: Successful Corners Detection

The image below shows detection of three corners in the drawing of a figure resembling a 
“square”:
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Example 2: Missing Corners - Simple

Sometimes the system is not able to detect all required corners. For example, in the drawing 
below of a “square” figure, the system detected only two (of four) corners:
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Example 3: No Corners

Sometimes the drawing does not require any corners, as in the case of a “circle” type figure:
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Example 4: Missing Corners - Subtle

Sometimes detection of missing corners in the drawn figure can be subtle. Consider, for 
example, the case of a poorly drawn “capital M” where one vertex is in the form of an arc (as 
opposed to an inverted triangle):
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Example 5: Corners Addition

In the case of a poorly drawn “capital M”, a corner can be added to the apex of the “arc” by 
tapping in the appropriate area:
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Editing Gesture

In order to perfect the gesture created by saving drawing, it is often necessary to manually edit 
the saved drawing. This is because the saved drawing may not closely resemble the motion 
trajectory outlined in the drawing due to errors in translating the drawing into a motion script 
defining the gesture.  That being said, you can edit any gesture at any time using the script 
editor tool. See Using Script Editor for details.

The saved drawing can be found in the Library:

Click on Library and locate the gesture “My Circle”, the name under which the circle drawn in 
Creating Gesture was saved: 

For gestures created from the mobile APP, the RAW representation comprising drawn points is displayed
on the screen in green color (as in the above photo). By contrast, motion trajectory generated from the 
script is displayed in blue color on the screen. 

NOTE: Upon saving, a drawing on a mobile phone screen is automatically converted into a motion trajec-
tory defined by a script in the SDK.
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Click on EDIT in “My Circle” gesture in order to edit the script defining the gesture. The 
following window will open up, with script variables and values shown on the left and the 
gesture’s drawing shown on the right:
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Change the view from RAW and edit the trajectory using the script to make the figure look like 
a circle. Then SAVE the changes. (See Using Script Editor on how to use the script). 

NOTE:
 You cannot edit the drawing shown in RAW view using the script. You must select one of

two trajectory representations (by choosing “1” or “2” in view) for editing.
 For gestures involving touch sensors, it is not necessary to edit the drawing. The system 

can train a machine learning model for recognizing gesture based on RAW data points.
 In order to use the same gesture with both motion and touch sensors, it may be 

necessary to edit the trajectory so that it appears the same for both sensors.
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Close the editor window after saving changes. The “My Circle” gesture file would have been 
updated in the Library:
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Using Script Editor

The Gesture Recognition Engine provides a powerful script editor for defining or modifying the 
motion trajectory of a gesture. The script editor can be used to create a new gesture (without 
needing to draw the gesture first); modify the saved drawing of a gesture (in order to perfect 
the desired motion trajectory); and/or modify an existing gesture to create new versions.

To create a new gesture using script editor, open your relevant Project, select ADD, and then 
choose Custom Gesture from the popup menu:
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The following window containing the script editor will open up:

You can type the name of the new gesture being created under GESTURE NAME.

GESTURE CONTENTS contain space for adding appropriate motion script variables and relevant 
values to define the motion trajectory. Any changes to the script are immediately reflected in 
the gesture’s motion trajectory shown on the right-hand side. The gesture trajectory window 
can be manipulated (for size, angle etc.) using controls above it or by using your mouse.

The motion script involves defining movements – relative to each other – for different axes. 

You first need to select the axes for defining movements. In our example above, it can be X or Y 
(as we selected 2D when defining the project in which to load or create gestures). If you need 
to change the number of dimensions for the gesture, you can do so in the Library; in a Project, 
the dimensions are set at the time of project creation and cannot be changed later.
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Next, you add a desired movement along the axes by selecting + sign, choosing the required 
variable, and entering the appropriate value for it. The process can be repeated.

There are three movement variables: move, move-stop, and stop.

 Move denotes movement along a dimension
 Move-Stop denotes movement followed by a stop
 Stop denotes no movement along a dimension

By selecting Negate you can negate the direction of movements along the selected axes. The 
Reverse button allows you to quickly reverse the position on the movements on the axis. You 
can also delete any variable (and its associated) value by clicking on the red minus sign.

NOTE: Use of move-stop variable is necessary when needing to distinguish between gestures 
involving “stopping” at some juncture(s) in the motion trajectory. For example, a simple 
horizontal motion from left to right and back again – with and without stopping before 
changing direction – are two different gestures. This is because the accelerometer produces 
very different outputs for the two movement cases on account of sensor limitations. This is 
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discussed in more detail in Analyzing Sensor Output section.
The script editor’s workings are best understood with examples. We provide several examples below in-
volving gestures of increasing complexity.

Example 1: Gesture “Right”

The gesture involves horizontal movement from left to right:
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It is created using the following script:
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Example 2: Gesture “Up-Right”

The gesture involves movement from left to right at a 45 degrees angle:
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It is created using the following script:
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Example 3: Gesture “Right-Up”

The gesture involves horizontal movement followed by a vertical movement:
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It is created using the following script:
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Example 4: Gesture “M”

The gesture involves making a capital “M” from left to right:
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It is created using the following script:
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Example 5: Gesture “Square (Clockwise)”

The gesture involves making a square in clockwise direction:
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It is created using the following script:
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Example 6: Gesture ”O”

The gesture involves making the letter “O”:
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It is created using the following script:
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Example 7: Gesture “6”

The gesture involves making a numerical 6:
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It is created using the following script:
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Example 8: Gesture “m (small)”

The gesture involves making a small “m” from left to right:
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It is created using the following script:
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Example 9: Gesture “Infinity (Counterclockwise)”

The gesture involves making an infinity sign in counterclockwise direction:
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It is created using the following script:
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Example 10: Gesture “A”

The gesture involves making a capital “A” from left to right:
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It is created using the following script:
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Example 11: Gesture “Star”

The gesture involves making a star from left to right:
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It is created using the following script:
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Example 12: Gesture “Spiral”

The gesture involves making a spiral movement in counterclockwise direction:

NOTE: 
 “Spiral” is a 3D gesture. 
 In order to view the “spiral” gesture in 3D you must import the gesture into a project 

that has been defined as 3D. 
 If you import “spiral” into a 2D project, you will see a 2D representation of the gesture.
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It is created using the following script:
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Cloning Gesture

Another method for creating a new gesture is to modify an existing gesture. This is done by first
cloning the gesture to serve as a foundation for the new gesture and then modifying its script.

As an example, consider the gesture for lowercase “m”:

By cloning and editing script, you can create gestures for number “3” (among others). You can 
also reverse the direction of the motion trajectory of the gesture.
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In order to convert lowercase “m” gesture into a number “3” gesture, click on CLONE for “m 
(small)” gesture. The script editor window will open up. Type an appropriate name for the new 
gesture and then switch the axes from X to Y for the first set of movements:

The lower case “m” trajectory will rotate 90 clockwise to resemble number “3”:
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The number “3” gesture, however, is made from bottom to top. You can change its motion 
trajectory by selecting NEGATE for the movements on the Y-axis:

 

The number “3” gesture will now be made from top to bottom:
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Deleting Gestures

You can delete any gesture or gestures from your project at any time. Simply select the gesture to be 
deleted by checking its box, choose DELETE from the menu, and confirm deletion.

Below is an example for deleting “Butterfly” gesture in project “Test”:

Another way to delete a gesture is to click on the X button on the top-right corner of each gesture:
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Testing Gestures

The Gesture Recognition Engine allows you to test any gesture using your smart phone. 

In order to test a gesture using motion sensors, launch your APP and select TEST MOTION GESTURES.
Similarly, to test a gesture using touch sensor, select TEST TOUCH GESTURES.
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Testing Motion Gestures

To test gestures using motion sensors, press TEST MOTION GESTURES and then select the project name 
from the pull-down menu containing the gestures:
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Select the appropriate mode of testing: Single Test or Continuous Test. 

Single Test allows you to test one gesture at a time. The end of the gesture is determined either by a 
pause in action or by pressing the red stop button. Continuous Test, on the other hand, allows you to 
test a sequence of gestures. The end of each gesture defined by a pause in action.

For both forms, testing is initiated by pressing the START TEST button or by pressing and holding the 
round green button.

NOTE: 
 Volume down button on the mobile phone can be an alternative to pressing START TEST. How-

ever, you have to hold the button down for the duration of the test.
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 Releasing the volume down button on the mobile phone marks the end of the gesture.
 Volume key of the device behaves in the same way as the round button shown on  screen.
 The green START TEST button becomes red STOP TEST button after activation. 
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After pressing START TEST, move the handset with your hand to make the gesture you want to detect. 
The smart phone APP will report the gesture detected (if any) along with its confidence and duration. It 
will also display sensor’s output along x, y, and z dimensions (that were interpreted for recognition).

The image below shows successful testing of “Circle (Clockwise)” gesture with 100% confidence using 
motion sensors. The gesture’s label is 4 and the developer performed it in 2.01 seconds.
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The top right of the APP’s menu bar deals with Reference Mode, Project Selection, Axes Order, and Re-
fresh Connection:

Selecting  the icon with X, Y, Z axes allows you to change the reference mode for the testing session.  
“Select Project” menu item is  used to select the project for testing. With “Set Axes” menu option, user 
can change axes assignment and/or orientation for accelerometer data. The “Refresh” menu option re-
freshes the server connection by disconnecting and reconnecting.
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AXES ORDER

By default, accelerometer sends data in three slots. The first slot contains data for X axes, the 2nd slot for 
Y axes, and the 3rd slot for Z axes. The order of axes can be changed using pull-down menu:

For example, you will need to change axes order when testing different gestures in the form of a circle. 
For a gesture in the form of a vertical circle, the axes order needs to be X and Y. However, for a gesture 
in the form of a horizontal circle, axes order needs to be X and Z.

You can also negate the data from the accelerometer by selecting the NEGATE function. Doing so will 
simulate situation where sensor on the device is mounted differently than in a typical mobile phone.
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For example, assume you can do a gesture in the form of a vertical circle in XY plane. If you flip the 
phone, however, you will no longer be able to do the same gesture because the direction of X axis has 
changed. In order to perform the same gesture, it will be necessary to negate X.
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REFERENCE MODE

To change how the system interprets sensor data, you can change the Reference Mode by 
selecting the axes button. The default setting is “Device Reference” in which sensor data is 
interpreted with respect to axis of the device’s sensor.  “User Facing” mode assumes the 
device’s display is facing the user and interprets sensor data with respect to the user.  “Right 
Wrist” and “Left Wrist” modes interprets sensor data  received from a wearable such as a smart
watch or a fitness band according to the device being worn on right or left wrist, respectively.
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Testing Touch Gestures

To test gestures using touch gestures, either select TEST TOUCH GESTURES from the main screen or 
from the navigation bar in the APP:
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Then select the project name from the pull-down menu containing the gestures you want to test:
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You will then be presented with the touch surface onto which the gestures can be drawn.

Below is an example of successful testing of gesture in the form of number “6” with 100% confidence.
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Exporting Gestures

You can export your gestures to a file for sharing with others or deploying on a platform. There are two 
ways to export gestures: either from a Project or from the Library.

In order to export gestures from the Library, select Library from the SDK menu:

Then select the gestures you would like to export to a file and click EXPORT. The image below shows se-
lection of gesture “9” for export purposes:
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In order to export gestures from within a project, enter the project and select relevant gestures. Then 
click EXPORT. The image below shows selection of gesture “b” for export purposes:

 

NOTE: The Gesture Recognition Engine will save your gestures during export to the default location of 
your browser.
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Analyzing Sensor Output

The Gesture Recognition Engine stores sensor output for every gesture recognition session. Analysis of 
sensor output can be helpful in better understanding false recognitions of certain gestures.

NOTE: Analysis of sensor output is useful when working with motion sensors (ie. accelerometer, gyro-
scope, and magnetometer). For touch sensors, the output is the drawing shown on screen.

To view sensor output, click on Recognitions in the menu bar. The following window will open up:

Next, select the relevant project and session for gestures recognition testing. 

There is no limit on the amount of session data stored. However, only 10 sessions are displayed at a 
time. You can access data for other sessions using forward and back buttons:
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Hovering cursor over any session will display its date and time:

Clicking on any session will display the sensor’s output. You can switch between accelerometer, gyro-
scope, and magnetometer sensors.
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You can deselect any axis in displayed sensor output:
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You can also view the data collected from the other sensors. For example, the photo below shows data 
from magnetometer:

You can also change the viewing range of data for greater clarity:

Finally, you can export any session’s sensor data to a file.
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NOTE:

 Even if no gesture is performed after pressing START TEST button, the sensor will still record some
activity due to slight movement of the device:

 Sensor output analysis is helpful in distinguishing between seemingly similar gestures. For exam-
ple, consider two gestures involving left-to-right-and-back movement, horizontally. One uses a 
move-stop notation while the other does not:
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 The “Right-Left” gesture is defined as follows:

 It produces the following accelerometer output:
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 The “Right-Left-with-Stop” gesture is defined as follows:

 It produces the following accelerometer output:
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Advanced Features

Gesture Grouping

Sometimes you may want your application to take the same action when different gestures are 
recognized. One way to implement this in your program would be to read gesture labels and take 
appropriate action based on them. This approach, however, has the disadvantage that whenever you 
add or remove gestures requiring the same action, the program will need to be updated.

A better way is to group gestures requiring the same action. That way, all gestures in a group will receive 
the label of the group upon recognition. 

To start using groups, click on MANAGE GROUPS in the project menu:

This will bring up the group management dialog:

Click on the + button to add a new group. Give it a name and then press Save.
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To assign a gesture to a group, first select the desired gesture and then click Edit.  In the window that 
opens, select the target group from the Groups list, and then press Save:

Once a gesture has been assigned to a group, it will receive the label of the group. When the gesture is 
recognized, it is the label of the group – and not the label of the individual gesture – that will be returned
by the system. You can assign as many gestures as you want to a group. However, a gesture can be 
assigned at most to one group; it is not possible to have the same gesture in two or more groups. 
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To remove a gesture from a group, Edit the gesture as before and select No Group in the group 
dropdown list.

Upon saving, the gesture will be assigned a new label (ie. the original label of the gesture).
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Model Training

By default, whenever a gesture is added, removed or updated in a project, the recognition model for the 
entire project is retrained. If you have a project containing a large number of gestures and need to make 
several changes, the time taken by model training after each change can be annoying.

To prevent distractions during project changes, you can turn off automatic model training by toggling the
MODEL TRAINING switch in the project’s menu:

With the automatic training turned off, if you update the project and the existing model is out of date, a 
red asterisk will appear next to the project name:

It will still be possible to perform gesture recognitions with the project but only based on the outdated 
recognition model. To re-train the recognition model, simply toggle the TRAIN MODEL button.
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Gesture Usage

In order to always receive a Rejected status when a particular gesture is recognized, the Usage 
parameter of a gesture can be set to Ignored.
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When a gesture is ignored, it will be greyed out in the project’s gesture list.

Ignored gestures can be grouped. However, only gestures with the same usage status (Used or Ignored) 
can belong to the same group.
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